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Smart Home Solutions

Welcome to AirLive
We are explorers, finding new technology and applications to
join people’s life.
In our 25 years of milestones, we have developed technology
solutions that realize various network technologies. Now, we
focus on something that is most valuable to each one of usSmart Home.
We want to make Smart Home simple, practical, reliable,
intelligent and expandable. It will realizes and create ideas to
improve your daily life. We want to make it easy to start and
simple to expand. Starts with package and accessories that is
suitable for DIY applications. Expand to full scale application
including voice control as your needs grow. Soon, you will
find smart home is more than something that nice to have. It
is something you can’t live without.
At AirLive, we believe all ideas are possible. Our goal is to
make people’s life easier. Easy distribution and reselling for
our partners. Easy installation with pre-pairing that eliminate
complicated setup. We want to put a smile on everyone’s face
when they think of AirLive. That is our mission.
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Remove the battery
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DIY Starter Kits
Starter
Package

Z-Wave
Gateway

PIR Motion
Sensor

3-in-1 Sensor
Door/Window +
Illumination +
Temperature

Smart Plug

IP Camera

SK-101
SK-102
SK-103
SK-104

3-in-1 Sensor
Door/Window Sensor
Temperature sensor
Brightness Sensor

SG-101

Package

Smart Home
Gateway

Smart Plug

Center hub of Smart
Home
Built-in Siren

SP-101-JP

SG-101

Power on/off device
Set up schedule
Monitor energy
consumption

on

PIR Motion
Sensor

SI-102

IP Camera
3 Megapixel Recording
Built-in PIR sensor
Built-in Temperature Sensor
SD Card Slot

Detects movement
Set alarm or
notification when
triggered
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APP Control
AirLive’s Smart Life APP is an easy-to-use yet powerful APP that is
available in iOS or Android system.

Device Control
You can monitor the status
of each device and turn it
on/off.

Scene
Make a group of devices
and name it for location
such as bedroom or
occasion such as party.
One touch on the APP or
voice control to activate.

Turn on the light and
play the music

Macro
Set If-this-then-that rules. For example, if door sensor is triggered
on Monday to Friday between 9 to 5pm, sound the alarm and send
notification through APP.

IF
Someone in Bathroom

Then
Turn on the light for
10 minutes
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Home Security
While you are away from the home, the siren will sound and
send you notification when a thief tries to enter.



IP Camera to view who
enter the house


Motion sensor to
detect when someone
breaks the window



3-in-1 sensor to detect
when door opens



Motion Sensor



Door/Window Sensor
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Siren

IPCAM Live View













Home Automation
If light level is less than 10% and time is after 6pm. Then turn on
the light and close the curtain.
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Brightness sensor

Smart Plug

Roller Shutter

When someone is at the atrium,
the motion sensor is triggered.



Then the smartplug
will turn the light on







Energy Saving
When some one is at the entrance area, the light will be
automatically turn on. When there is no more motion detected,
the light will turn off to save energy.

Motion Sensor

Smart Light Bulb Dimmer

Elderly Care
You can remotely watch an elder through IP camera to check if he
or she needs help. The elder can use smart phone APP to turn on
or off the light.
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IPCAM Live View

Smart Phone APP

Smart Plug

Parental Control
Limit the time when the child can watch
TV when home alone.
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Smart Plug

Scheduling

Developing!
This feature is not yet ready.
Will be free to upgrade
when ready.

Voice Control
You can control your smart home kits by simply speaking to it.
AirLive provides versatile voice control capability for your smart
home starter kits

AirLive support Alexa’s Smart
Home Skill directly. So you
he
can just say “Turn on the
light” directly to voice
control the automation
n

Home
Both Google Home and
Google Assistant are
supported. You can do
voice control through
both your smart phone
and smart speaker

Map to a Scene
Create a scene using your APP called Party. So, you can just say
“Party Time” and the lights and appliance can be turned on.
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Wireless Network

Battery Life

Let you place the device
anywhere without wires. Mesh
Technology provides wide
coverage.

Z-Wave Plus technology
provides 2-3 years battery
life. More than 100 time
longer than WiFi

Pre-Paring

Expandable

Pairing is a process to bind the
gateway and IoT device
together. Our DIY starter
package are pre-paired so it’s
ready to go out of box.

Beyond the Starter Package,
you can add more AirLive
IoT devices to expand your
application.
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